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manually segmented corpora are usually time-consuming, so,
automatically acquiring a good lexicon from unsegmented
raw corpora is very important [12], which leads to the goal of
our paper.
A number of approaches already exist for automatically
extracting words:
In 1990, Sproat and Shih grouped Chinese characters into
two-character words and calculate the mutual information
between two characters. The character pairs with high
mutual information are considered to be words. This
approach can only process words with a length of two
characters [13].
In 1997, Chang and Su developed an iterative approach
for new word extraction [14].
Sun presented an algorithm to do Chinese word
segmentation, taking use of the difference of t-score between
characters instead of pure mutual information [10].
In 1999, Ge used "soft-counting" to estimate the
probability of words, which takes the left and right
neighboring segments into account. But the results could not
exclude the errors from about 20 single-character auxiliary
words (such as" ⱘ (of)", "  (and)", "  (or)") that occur
together with other words too often to tell them apart (such
as "៥Ӏⱘ(of us)", "Դ(with you)") [15]. To avoid this
problem, Jin and Wong pre-define a list of such auxiliary
characters (including Chinese digit numbers) as filters [17].
Lin and Yu propose a simple way to excludes all the
error patterns which appear due to the appearance of a longer
pattern. For example, "✊⾥ᄺ" will be excluded, because it's
the substring of "㞾✊⾥ᄺ (natural science)", and "✊⾥ᄺ"
never appears outside "㞾✊⾥ᄺ" [16].
In 2002, Jin and Wong made use of local statistical
information (data within a document) to extracts the longest
repeated string patterns as candidates, but there are many
occasions when the longest repeated strings are not real
words [11].
In 2004, Feng applied "Accessor Variety" to Chinese
new words extraction. Accessor Variety is an approach to
evaluating the independence of a string, which is similar to

Abstract—A novel statistical approach is described, enabling
the automated extraction of large word lists from unsegmented
corpora without reliance on existing dictionaries. The main
contribution of this approach includes the following two
points: First, it's very generic and has been successfully
applied separately to both Chinese and Japanese; Second, it
doesn't take any use of punctuation information, so compared
to most of the existing methods, it doesn't need to pre-process
the corpora to remove the punctuations or to pre-segment the
corpora by punctuations. Our experiment results in the
extraction of 14,087 Chinese words and 15,553 Japanese
words. Precision achieved is over 80% for two-character
Chinese words, over 90% for one-character Japanese words
and over 70% for two-character Japanese words. And weÿve
also successfully extracted most of single-character words
including common functional characters, such as "" (in), "
" (and), "" (or), "ⱘ"('s), "г" (also), "ᵫ" (a family
name) in Chinese; hiragana such as " ȧ ,"" ȗ ,"" ȍ " in
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INTRODUCTION

Detection of word boundaries in Chinese, Japanese and
other similar languages is a nontrivial issue, for multiple
reasons: Texts are written without a space between words;
words often comprise several characters, typically two, three,
or four; and many characters can be used alone as words;
characters can combine with each other in tens of thousands
of different patterns. Addressing this complexity, many
algorithms for automated word segmentation exist[1-18].
Almost all of these approaches require an existing large
lexicon or manually segmented corpora or both. The lexicon
is used to find segmentation candidates, and the segmented
corpora are used as training resources to calculate the
probabilities of the combination patterns to solve
segmentation ambiguities [10]. As Jin and Wong point out
[11], manual lexicon construction and Preparation of large
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Ge's "soft-counting" [15]. This approach involves extraction
of out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words, so it also requires use of
an existing dictionary as system dictionary [18].
II.

T("ᯢ") = 3,
T("ⱘᯢ") = 2, T("ᯢⱘ") = 2
T("ᯢⱘᯢ") = 2
T("ᯢⱘᯢⱘᯢᰃ") = 1
... ...
Overall this step yields a series of records: T(s2) ǃ
T(s3)… T(s10), snę, nę{2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10}, s2 is a twocharacter string and s3 is a three-character string, and so on.
Next, we assign a threshold I(n) to distinguish the strings
with adequately high frequency; chosen strings constitute the
MayBe word list K1. Because the longer strings often appear
fewer times than shorter strings, we define the threshold
function below:

CONTRIBUTION OF OUR APPROACH

The existing approaches for extracting words all rely on
huge segmented training corpora, or existing dictionary, or a
list of predefined punctuations and auxiliary characters. And
as far as we know, none of them have applied in multiple
languages because they have taken use of the language
features of the specific language. Compared to these existing
approaches, the unique assets of our approach, are as follows:
(1) Our approach relies on neither any existing dictionary
nor manual segmented training corpora. We process the raw
corpora directly, involving no manual work.
(2) We process punctuations as ordinary characters. All
existing approaches require pre-processing of raw corpora to
remove punctuations or to separate strings by punctuations
[10,11,13-18]. Our underlying assumption has been that,
since different languages have different punctuations, we
shouldn't assume that we know which characters are
punctuations. Thus, in our approach, punctuations are treated
as ordinary characters, and are expected to be successfully
extracted as single-character words.
(3)Language-generic, rather than applying to one specific
language. Our approach is expected to process any
unsegmented language, and has been successfully applied
separately in Chinese and Japanese.
III.

I(n) =

M
,nę{2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10}
n −1

M is a constant, whose value is dependent on the size of
corpus. In this threshold function, we can see that I is
inversely proportional to n, so it fulfills the rule that the
longer strings generally appear fewer times than shorter
strings. And then we filter strings as follows: If T(sn) > I(n),
add sn into K1.
B. Exclude the Non-independent Strings
In step 1 we have obtained a MayBe word list K1, but
there still remain many strings with a high frequency but not
serving as true words in K1, for example:
TABLE I.

NON-INDEPENDENT STRING EXAMPLES

Chinese example

OUR APPROACH

T("ӮЏН") = 11725
T("⼒ӮЏН") = 11709

Our approach to word list extraction involves five steps:
Step1: Extract high frequency strings from the corpus;
Step2: Exclude the non-independent strings;
Step3: Extract functional characters (including
punctuations) from the corpus;
Step4: Exclude the words containing functional
characters with a lower frequency;
Step5: Find the missing words.
In this section, we'll describe these five steps in detail,
illustrating them by reference to experiments we have
conducted applying the methodology to a Chinese corpus
consisting of 80megabytes of texts from the People's Daily
newspaper, and a Japanese corpus consisting of 23
megabytes of modern Japanese novels.

Japanese example

T("㢺Ǭǲ") = 73
T("㢺ǬǲǛ") = 73

We can see from Table I that the string "ӮЏН" appears
11725 times; but it’s not a true word. In this step, we’ll use
the "Inclusion Rules" below to exclude the non-independent
strings from K1, and then get K2.
Definition 1. Inclusion Rule 1: If there is a string sN +1
that makes T (sN)  T (sN +1), then that sN is included in sN
+1.So sN hardly appears alone; it always appears due to the
appearances of sN +1, suggesting that sN is "non-independent"
or does not have an independent meaning. Therefore, sN
cannot be a true word and should be excluded from K1. For
example:
T("ӮЏН") = 11725 , T("⼒ӮЏН") = 11709

A. Extract High Frequency Strings from Corpus
In this step, we traverse the original corpus  literally to
count the number of times each string appears, including
two-character to ten-character strings (of course, the upper
limit of ten could be increased if needed for some language;
but for the majority of known languages such a limit seems
appropriate). For example, suppose T(s) is the occurrence
number of string sin this sentence:
"ᯢⱘᯢⱘᯢᰃৢǄ"
(The tomorrow of tomorrow of tomorrow is three days
from now.)
The occurrence numbers of the n-character strings in this
sentence for example are :

δ=

T(" ળਥН" ) - T(" ␠ળਥН" )
= 0.00136
T(" ળਥН" )

(1)

δ , the difference between these two strings (see Equation
(1)) is very small, so we can almost believe that every time "
ӮЏН" appears , "⼒ӮЏН" appears too. "ӮЏН" doesn't
appear alone, so "ӮЏН" is unable to express a complete
meaning. Therefore, it's not a true word.
Definition 2. Inclusion Rule 2: When T(sN)˚˚ all the
T(sN+1), then sN is capable of expressing a meaning
independently; so sN is high likely to be a true word. For
example:
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TABLE II.

INDEPENDENT STRING EXAMPLES

Chinese example

of this are: "▇䮼"(and Macao), "Ǘȃཇ"(that woman)".
So we extract a common functional character list, and then
we can exclude the strings redundantly combined with the
functional characters as shown above.
1) Combination Degree
Feng has extracted a single-character list using
"Accessor Variety" [18], but doesn’t take punctuations into
account, while we argue that punctuations should be
extracted too. Functional characters are single-character
words including punctuations, such as "ʽ","ǌ","៥", "Ё",
" ȃ ", which are usually segmented as single-character
words. Extraction of functional characters can help us to
understand a language better (especially an unknown
language), but also plays a key role in further excluding
false words, as will be described in section D.
We observe that functional characters have high
"Combination degrees".
Definition 3. Combination Degree (CD): A character
can be combined with other characters, before or after it.
For a character c, suppose Before(c) is the collection of all
the characters that can be used before c; After(c) is the
collection that can be used after c. So bc, ca, and bca, are
possible patterns, where bęBefore(c), aęAfter(c). Suppose
Sizeof(Before(c) ) is the number of characters in Before(c),
and Sizeof( After(c) ) is the number of characters in After(c),
define that CT(c) = Sizeof( Before(c) ) + Sizeof( After(c) ),
so CT(c) stands for how many different characters can be
next to (before or after) c, which is similar to Accessor
Variety [18]. But different from Accessor Variety we argue
that, to evaluate the combination ability of a character, we
should divide CT(c) by a transformed version of the total
occurrences of the character itself in the test corpus, a
number that indicate show many different characters this
character combines with every time it appears. The total
occurrences is a large number and if used un-transformed as
a normalizing factor, it would have too much influence on
the combination degree; so in our experiments we have
opted to use the fourth root of the occurrence times as the
divisor:

Japanese example

T("Ⳃⱘ") = 4516

T("ȗȃ") = 10368

T("Ⳃⱘᰃ") = 671
T("ⳂⱘǄ") = 446

T("Ǚȗȃ") =1346
T("Ǵȗȃ") =1646

We can see from Table Ċ that the Chinese string"Ⳃⱘ"
appears many more times than any three-character string
which includes " Ⳃⱘ", so " Ⳃⱘ" is very likely to be an
independent word. And it's the same situation to the Japanese
string "ȗȃ".
According to Rule 1 and Rule 2 described above, and we
set a threshold of 2%, then when there exists an sN+1 which
makes d < 2%, we remove sN from K1, the left constructs K2.
By this step, we totally discard 30580 non-independent
Chinese strings and 23917 Japanese strings. Here we list a
few typical non-independent strings that are successfully
discarded by this step:
TABLE III. NON-INDEPENDENT STRING EXAMPLES OF CHINESE
sN

T("᪁⬉ৄ") = 357
T("䕏Ҏ") =496
T("䖳⌽") =348
T("᳝Ё⡍") = 1588

sN+1

T("ᑓ᪁⬉ৄ") =357
T("ᑈ䕏Ҏ") =491
T("䖳⌽⬄") =348
T("᳝Ё⡍㡆") = 1585

TABLE IV. NON-INDEPENDENT STRING EXAMPLES OF JAPANESE
sN

T("䒶䒞") = 84
T("ǟჶǪ") = 257
T("ȗǬȢǙ") =119
T("ǟ丬) = 425

sN+1

T("㞾䒶䒞") = 84
T("ǟჶǪȨ") = 254
T("ǟȗǬȢǙ") =119
T("ǟ丬Ǚ") =425

C. Extracting Functional Characters
In section B we described how to exclude nonindependent shorter strings from longer strings, but we also
need to solve the opposite situation. We must find a method
to exclude the strings like "ⱘ䴶䉠" (appearance of), which
is not a true word, while including a part of it, " 䴶䉠 "
(appearance), which is a true word. This situation is called
redundancy combination by Yuan and Liang [Yuan and
Liang 2006]; and they also proposed a method to solve this
problem. Their method can solve situations like " ⫼᠋ "
which is a part of " 㒭⫼᠋ ", because T(" ⫼᠋ ")is much
higher than T(" 㒭 ⫼ ᠋ "). But it cannot solve similar
situations like "Ӭ䍞", which is a part of "Ӭ䍞ᗻ", in which
T(" Ӭ䍞 ") is also much higher than T(" Ӭ䍞ᗻ "), but in
which "Ӭ䍞ᗻ" is a true word.
In this paper, to solve this problem, we do the following:
We notice that most of the redundant combinational strings
are composed of a true word combined with functional
characters - such as "" (and), "Ў"(for), "ᰃ"(is), "ᰃ"(is),
"ȧ"(a hiragana),"ȗ"(a hiragana)or punctuations. Examples

CD(c) =

CT (c) Sizeof ( Before(c)) + Sizeof ( After (c))
=
4 T (c)
T (c )

4

Other slowly increasing monotone transformations could
of course be used in place of the fourth root here;
experimentation with Chinese and Japanese corpora
suggests the results of our method are not highly sensitive to
this choice.
Let’s compare two characters below:
(1) Character" Ǆ " is the Chinese period punctuation,
which of course is a functional character. It can be
combined by almost all the other characters. So CD("Ǆ") is
very high.
(2) Character "♃" (light) is an ordinary character with a
real meaning, not a functional character. It can only be
combined by very few characters, such as " ⬉♃"(electric
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light), " ᮹("♃ܝfluorescent light), " ♃⊵"(light bulb) and
so on, so CD("♃") is very low.
This high CD value for functional characters also exists
in Japanese. For example, the character"ȧ" in Japanese is a
typical functional character, which is often used between a
noun and a verb to suggest that this noun is the object of the
verb. Therefore it can be combined with many nouns and
verbs, so CD("ȧ") is very high. The Japanese character "
ᛳ "(sense) is not a functional character, it's only used in
cases such as " ᛳ ǭ "(feeling), " ᛳ ᚙ "(emotion), " ќ ᛳ
"(presentiment), "݁ᛳ" (sixth sense), "ᛳ䃱ǮȠ" (thank)
and so on, so CD("ᛳ") is low.
Thus we conclude that high CD values for functional
characters are common. While we have only systematically
validated this conjecture in Chinese and Japanese, we
suggest the same property will carry over to other nonsegmented languages.
2) The Process and Results of Extracting Functional
Characters
Next, we apply the above rules to extract a functional
character list. We traverse the original corpus  literally
again to count how many different characters can be
combined with every character, that is, the Combination
Degree. Take the Chinese character"ᐩ" for example:
Here are all the combination strings with " ᐩ " in the
corpus we analyzed:
ᐩǄ
ᐋᐩ
ᐩˈ
ᐩᓣ
ሣᐩ
ᓔᐩ
ᐩⱘ
ᑣᐩ
䯁ᐩ
We can see there are totally 9 different characters above
that can be combined with character"ᐩ", so we record that
CT("ᐩ") = 9. And we've count the total occurrence times of
"ᐩ": T("ᐩ")= 4615, so CD("ᐩ") =

4

Figure 2. Distribution of Japanese character number due to CD.

It is clear from Figure 1 and Figure 2 that the CD values
of most Chinese characters are below 130, and the CD values
of most Japanese characters are below 25. So for our
experiments, we set the ThresholdChinese = 130,
ThresholdJapanese = 25. Similar tuning could be done for any
language to which our method was applied. For character c,
whose Combination Degree is CD(c), if CD(c)ıThreshold,
we add c into the functional character list. During this step,
in our experiments, we extracted a list of 280 Chinese
functional characters and a list of 378 Japanese functional
characters. The top 30 Chinese functional characters and
Japanese functional characters that we found are:
TABLE V. THE TOP 30 CHINESE FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERS EXTRACTED
char

ǃ
˗

ā

Ā
ㄝ
Ϣ
ⱘ


9
= 41.7365.
4615

In this step, in our computational experiments, we
calculated the Combination Degree of all the 6424 Chinese
characters, and 4452 Japanese characters in our corpora. In
these tests, the Chinese character with the highest
Combination Degree is the punctuation" ǃ ", CD(" ǃ ")
=318.283, the Japanese character with the highest
Combination Degree is the punctuation"( ", CD("( ") =
233.796. Fig.1 and Fig.2 show the distributions of Chinese
and Japanese characters due to their CD value: (The cross
shaft stands for the CD value interval, the ordinate axis
stands for the how many characters in this interval.)

CD

318.283
283.051
274.563
273.834
264.400
262.486
259.813
255.213
253.771
248.160

char

ˈ
ⴔ
П
㗠
ᰃ
Ǆ
㹿
ঞ
˄
Ў

CD

247.557
246.923
245.472
245.248
241.715
238.263
237.471
232.775
232.358
230.200

char

њ
˅
ࠄ
Ϟ
ҹ
জ
ഄ
ᇚ
˖
ህ

CD

230.090
229.572
228.543
227.782
226.891
224.949
222.527
218.975
217.933
217.546

TABLE VI. THE TOP 30 JAPANESE FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERS EXTRACTED
char

(
ǉ
̘
˄
ȧ
Ȁ
ǡ
ȃ
Ȅ
Ǽ

CD

233.796
227.802
194.600
171.393
145.822
141.892
140.276
139.577
139.532
136.411

char

ǃ
ȗ
ǽ
Ǆ
ǋ
ș
Ǥ
Ȟ
ǻ

CD

136.402
131.162
126.138
122.382
119.948
115.896
114.800
113.858
112.862
107.889

char

ǵ
ǿ
ȍ
ȟ
Ƞ
ˈ
Ǡ
Ǵ
Ǚ
ȅ

CD

105.803
105.764
105.403
99.7896
99.4488
97.2028
92.5878
91.3141
90.3571
89.8805

The lists above indicate that we have found, via our
automated analysis, almost all the common functional
characters in these languages, including punctuations and
Japanese hiragana and katakana. We call the function
character list G.
Figure 1. Distribution of Chinese character number due to CD.
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find all the missing words in the corpus and add them to the
missing word list L.
In this step, we use "greedy algorithm" to segment the
corpus  - trying to match every string as long as possible
according to the words list in K3 , and then collect the strings
left failed to be segmented as missing words. Take the above
sentence as example: after the simple greedy segmentation,
this sentence is like:
"✊㗠 ˈ ህᰃ 䖭ḋ ϔѯ ≝咬ᆵ㿔 ǃ 㹿 ೄ㢺……"
The words " ✊㗠", " ህᰃ", " ϔѯ", "ೄ㢺" have been
found in the two-character list in K3, and ","ˈ "ǃ" and "㹿"
have been found in the functional character list in K3, only
the string "≝咬ᆵ㿔" cannot match any words in K3, so we
add "≝咬ᆵ㿔" into missing word list L. We use the above
method to find out all the missing words, at the same time
counting the appearance time of every missing word. But not
every word in L is a real word, here we use the same method
as 4.1 to pick up the words with higher appearance time in L
and add them into our word list K3. We set the threshold
value according to the length of the strings, because longer
strings often appear fewer times than shorter strings (see
section A). We calculate the average occurrence numbers for
the missing words of each length, and set the threshold value
A(n) to be the average value thus calculated.
Most of the missing words longer than four characters
appear fewer than 2 times, so we just neglect them.
Therefore, in this step, for every missing word sn in L, if
T(sn) >A(n) , nę{2,3,4}, add sn into K3, and the final K3 is
the our resulting word list .
During this step, in our experiments, we extracted a total
of 447 one-character Chinese words and 93 Japanese, which
we added to the functional character list. Most of these are
family names, quantifiers, punctuations and particles. Here
are some examples:

D. Excluding the Words Containing Functional
Characters with a Lower Frequency
Most of the redundant combination strings consist of a
true word combined with a functional character. Since we
have extracted a functional character list G in section C, in
this step we can exclude the false words that contain any
character in G.
But should we exclude all the strings containing
functional characters? Let’s see an example below:
Strings containing Chinese functional character "Ӏ":
T("ӀП") = 209
T("ҎӀ") = 8510
T("Ӏг") = 831
T("ҪӀ") = 21928
We find that false words "ӀП" and "Ӏг" have a low
appearance frequency while true words "ҎӀ" and "ҪӀ"
have a much higher frequency. So we need to set a threshold
value Y to decide which strings containing functional
characters should be excluded.
We take the character "Ӏ"as an example again: All the
strings combined with "Ӏ" totally appear 154918 times in
our research, so Tall("Ӏ") = 154918, we define threshold
function Y(n) as below:

Y(n) =

Tall (s n )
100.0 × (n - 1)2

Sn is a n-character string, and n, the length of a word, has
a great influence on the appearance times (see section A ), so
we take the square of n.
In this step, we traverse the word list K2. For every word
sn ę K2, if there exists a character c, c ę sn and c ę G,
making T(sn) < Y(n) , then sn is not a true word and we
remove it from K2. The remaining words constitute a new
MayBe word list K3.
In our experiments, we excluded 64988 Chinese nonwords and 184262 Japanese non-words from K2in this step.
Some strings we excluded in this step were:
TABLE VII.

TABLE VIII. A PART OF RETRIEVED MISSING SINGLE-CHARACTER WORDS
Chinese example

A PART OF REDUNDANT COMBINATION STRINGS EXCLUDED

Chinese example

0Ͼ
3
Ǆ䙷
Ӯˈ
ⱘ䏃
䆹ѻક
Ёݭ䘧:

៥ᰃ
ᱎ
䳔㽕
㡖ࠡ
㸼⼎˖
⡍߿ᰃܮ
ҪӀ䛑

’
g
ग
ৼ
ס

Japanese example

Ǽʽ
ǽǄ
䘴ǤȀ
䘧䏃ȃ
䚼ߚȧ
䡔㸠ȍ
䭟Ǧȝ

䭶֖ȗ
䱑ᄤȄ
ǲȃᄤȄ
ǃᕐཇ
ȍܹȠ
䙾儨Ǭ
ȃࢩ⠽

ᅗ
ཌྷ
ᴼ
䰜
߭

Japanese example

Ȓ
㘇
䒞
Ȓ
Ț

Ȏ
ț
ǳ
ュ
ȇ

We find 537 two-character Chinese words and 4132 twocharacter Japanese words; 1490 three-character Chinese
words and 375 three-character Japanese words, most of
which are proper nouns; 1136 four-character Chinese words
and 157 four-character Japanese words, most of which are
names, proper nouns or correct idioms. See some examples
in TABLE đ

E. Finding the Missing Words
If we use the word list K3 generated via the above steps to
segment the corpus, we'll miss a lot of strings that cannot be
found in K3. For example, there is a sentence in the corpus:
"✊㗠ˈህᰃ䖭ḋϔѯ≝咬ᆵ㿔ǃ㹿ೄ㢺……"
In K3 we can find "✊㗠", "ˈ", "ህ", "ᰃ", "䖭ḋ", "ϔ
ѯ", "ǃ", "㹿", "ೄ㢺", but cannot find "≝咬ᆵ㿔" because
it has been neglected in the first step (section A) due to its
low appearance frequency, which means a true word is
missing by this stage. So, in this final processing step, we

TABLE IX.

A PART OF RETRIEVED MISSING WORDS

Chinese example

㨑᠋
ᛸᗦ
令佚
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⮙᠓
ഢോ
㜤㱔

Japanese example

⊝
ᛇ
ᬒ丠

䒶㙋
Ԥࡽ
ϛⅇ

ᓳᓳ

ৗ

᳡ᕧ

۾㕢

NBA
⌾⎬≭
㛥㸔ᷧ
㛞ṕ偼
㢅݄

IC व
Рᠬ䙺
ཛྷ⼪ᑭ
⒩⥟䯕
Р㒅ᐑ

ሓ↦⮛
䄺㽪ᑕ
˞˩˳
প䂓ᅸ
˱ˢ˫

۾䍞ᛳ
ᗱᳳ
⏙ᥗવ
䘢ᬣ⮛
Ⲗ㰁Ⲛ

❭❭
⢖䕄Ⓓ⚌
⡉㒓ᨁḹ
⅏♄➗
䞞䖺⠳ሐ

⊶╰ໂ䯨
ᕛ⾕㟲ᓞ
⌽⌽㤵㤵
CCTV
CDMA
IV.

ɢɱɢɱ
䰓ᓹ䰔ң
∌ѩ⥘㬗
ɚȷɚȷ
ब䑿䍈ӏ

[2]

[3]

[4]

ˍ˕˓˕
ɩɅɩɅ
᳝յ䀐ࠌ
ネት㕢〖
䈞㞷⾔丐

[5]

[6]

EVALUATION

We extracted a total of 14087 Chinese words and 15,553
Japanese words, including two-character to nine-character
words. To evaluate, we adopted “ICTCLAS” dictionary
(http://ictclas.org/) as Chinese standard dictionary, and
"ipadic-2.7.0"
(http://chasen-legacy.sourceforge.jp/)
as
Japanese standard dictionary. Compared to these two
standard dictionaries, we calculated the precision rate of our
experiment as follows:
TABLE X.
Precision

one-char
two-char
three-char
four-char

[7]

[8]

[9]

THE PRECISION OF OUR EXPERIMENT
Chinese

81.7322%
26.1605%
38.8921%

Japanese

90.7121%
73.6567%
29.7162%
22.6493%

[10]

[11]

Note: There are no single-character Chinese words in any existing dictionary, so we cannot calculate
the precision of the single-character Chinese words.

[12]

The precision of one-character and two-character words
are high, and the precision of longer words is lower. Since
most Chinese words are two-character words (75%), and
words longer than four-character account for only 6%[28];
and Japanese words have the similar distribution due to the
length of words, our results are acceptable.
We follow the method of Feng [18] to calculate the
partial recall rate of our experiment. We randomly select
34.7KB Chinese text and 12.9KB Japanese text from our
corpora, and extract all the words included in these small
part texts manually, separately by Chinese and Japanese
speakers. Then we calculate the partial recall rate of our
experiment: 64.1869% for Chinese and 61.3315% for
Japanese.
We cannot make any comparison with the results of other
researches, since other researchers are conducted under much
easier conditions like using an existing dictionary, or
manually segmented training corpora, or pre-defined
punctuation information (see sectionĊ).

[13]

[14]

[15]

[16]

[17]

[18]
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